A series of digital microscopes brings together the advantages of microscopes with the advantages of a camera.

The best of microscope and vision sensor worlds

by Markus Riedi, CEO

Digital microscopes for installation in machines
A series of digital microscopes brings together the advantages of microscopes with the advantages of
a camera: high resolution and a wide range of applications on the one hand with optics and illumination
matched to the sensor. In combination with Deep Learning and other AI approaches, the microscopes
are transformed into data generators.
Research institutions and start-ups are developing new biomolecules and new methods around microfluidics as well as "lab on a chip" applications. The demand for point-of-care (POC) rapid testing devices
is increasing and with it the need for imaging analysis options. At high magnifications in the submicrometer range, these enable digital information about the number and type of cells, molecules, or
other samples. To realize the analysis together with a time lapse video functionality reliable image
acquisition in microscopic resolution is required. The integration of known contrasting methods, such
as differential interference contrast, fluorescence, or phase contrast solutions, for the imaging of
biological samples is usually a must. Now, only traditional large microscopes or self-built microscopes
are available for this purpose.
The possibilities to detect anomalies in the images at an early stage using classification and statistical
methods and to obtain new diagnostic possibilities with Deep Learning and other AI approaches
transform microscopes into data generators. The inclusion of morphological properties in the
evaluation increases the accuracy enormously.
Microscope as an IoT device
Interpreting a microscope as an IoT device or vision sensor is new, but ideal for the requirements
mentioned. Opto's IoT modules combine exactly that. With the current generation of machine vision
microscopes, many digital microscopes are currently being developed for installation in machines, for
integration in screening solutions or as data generators in PoC diagnostic devices.
A microscope is traditionally characterized by its variable use for many tasks. Users can optically

change the magnification and adjust the ergonomics as desired. They can choose between different
contrasts and illumination sources. They can manually change the focus and flexibly adjust the
parameters for measurements in a usually very complex software, but also document and much
more. Unfortunately, it is becoming more and more difficult to then change the manufacturer, as the
software keeps the data for itself. In a time when data is stored and analyzed in the cloud, this is often
a one-way street. Especially young companies or developers want to use Python, C++ or Software
tools like LabVIEW or ImageJ to control the devices and use their own codes. In a smartphone,
however, they would not expect these functions at all or would even miss them. Why then should
they be necessary in a digital microscope?

With the current machine vision microscope generation,
many digital microscopes are just emerging for installation
in machines, for integration in screening solutions or as
data generators in PoC diagnostic devices.

Intuitive operation of a microscope
Functionalities such as easy handling, a compact and robust housing, optics and illumination or
contrast that are perfectly matched to the camera, as well as the right app are needed here. This is
the concept of the machine vision microscopes in Opto's imaging module family. There should be a
suitable microscope for every task. Some apps will be freely available, but the connection to all
common software platforms will be guaranteed and made accessible via an SDK. This means that
every manufacturer can write their own app or integrate it into existing solutions. However, the fact
that no changes can be made to the modules' hardware also guarantees that the components are
optimally matched and that the image data generated can be reproduced at any time and are suitable
for AI applications.
Each new module has the same parameters as the previous one.
Only one module needs to be controlled and not, as usual, the
camera, the lighting and possibly the zoom or the iris. This
reduces the number of cables from the device and common
protocols can be used via the usual interfaces such as USB and
GigE. Since object positioning and control are usually centrally
controlled in a machine integration, the imaging module is also
triggered via external software. Thus, the functionality of a fast
camera-based image evaluation is combined with high-end Inverted „All in one“ microscope for machine
integration. A microscope as vision sensor.
microscopy in vision sensors. This opens new perspectives in the Ultra-compact. Only 40mm width. GigE and USB.
5x, 10x, 20x. B/W or color.
use of microscopes.

